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Introduction

The year is 2004. I am a college freshman. One day in the dining hall, a friend asks if I have a
Facebook yet? I have no idea what she’s talking about. She tells me about the social networking
site that started at Harvard and is slowly adding other schools to its network. Later that night, I
sign up and create my profile. Within minutes I’m engrossed in joining affinity groups, listing my
favorite movie quotes, and “friending” people I know. For the next three days, I meticulously
craft and curate my online presence.

Almost twenty years later, youth today continue to navigate their identity formation through

online social networking apps, from Facebook and Instagram to YouTube, Twitter, Snapchat, and

TikTok. The various platforms of the social media landscape offer youth (13-25 year olds) a

networked public (boyd 2014) space to see and be seen while interacting with friends from their

“offline” oe IRL lives ( in “real” life) and occasionally connecting with “online” friends who

share similar interests. In the United States today, many teens have less freedom to congregate in

physical space together, a situation compounded by the pandemic, and, thus, have carved out

digitally connected public spaces accessible at any time of day (boyd 2014; Anderson and

Jingjing 2020; Walsh 2019). These networked publics serve as a platform for young people to

develop and document their identity formation, communicate and collaborate with each other,

and engage in all manner of networked behaviors that adults also perform–from sharing to

shaming. Online interactions during adolescence and continuing into early adulthood expose

youth to a particular aesthetics of digital participation that might prime individuals to engage in

artistic processes when posting online. In this paper, I explore how interactions with social media

impact youth identity development as well as how young people use various platforms to amplify

their voice or enact agency through online activism. I argue that many youth enact an artistic

approach to sharing themselves, their opinions, and their passions with the world.
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According to Alex Griffin, an 18 year old climate change activist, “social media is one of

the best tools we can use to fight a global crisis... It's accessible, inclusive, and it builds empathy

and ethics among social movements” (2020). Online activism, which has been termed

“slacktivism” because of its perception as “effort-free activism” has actually been shown to

“facilitate offline protest by advertising and organising [protests]. Increasingly this means that

mass protests can occur without formal structures (e.g. trade unions)” (Grijdanus, et. al 2020).

The ability to coordinate activist actions through social media has provided many marginalized

groups access to engage in participatory politics despite voter disenfranchisement practices or

being ineligible to vote (Harris-Lacewell 2006; Jenkins et. al 2016). For contemporary youth

activists, “social media provides opportunities to transcend traditional institutional gatekeepers,

assists with fundraising either via crowdfunding platforms or apps like Venmo, and allows for

movements to be truly youth-driven, using platforms that don't require adults” (Stauffer 2019).

The ease at which young people engage with social media enables them to bypass gatekeepers

they would have previously had to navigate through to engage in participatory publics and

political activism. Movements (such as #FridaysForFuture and #StopStreetHarrassment) and

digital trends (such as the TikTok video aesthetic of combining music, text, and performance for

social critiqe) provide examples of youth-led social media campaigns that have brought national

and international attention to policy makers and political leaders.

However, the attention and amplification of youth-led public policy issues through social

media posting, hashtagging, and shares is not without its flaws. These youth-led movements can

tokenize youth as a symbol of “hope” and “promise” to garner more media attention (Thunberg

2019; Millman 2020). Some exploit youth as disposable volunteers leading to burnout and

mental or emotional trauma (Stauffer 2021; Watson 2020). Additionally, the increased exposure
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to wider audiences for youth activists have also left them vulnerable to harassment, surveillance,

censorship and other forms of repression (Stauffer 2019, Lee 2018). Millennials, Gen Z, and

younger generations have come of age during a globalized world mediated by networked

connections. For this population, there is little distinction between “online” and “offline” worlds.

Young people currently navigate their own identity development through an increasingly

mediated society in which digital presence constitutes one significant avenue of political impact.

Their social media savvy, experience-honed fluency for visual communication, and

interconnected networks via “friends” or hashtags belie an artistic approach to explore their

identity, amplify their voice, and activate their agency. While digital youth participation “poses

particular opportunities and challenges in terms of empowerment,” (Literat et al. 2021) youth-led

and youth-generated social media content can serve as a prolific form of expression whether in

hyper-local, personal community contexts or at a national or international level.

Because the speed at which youth interact online is lightyears ahead of the field’s ability

to study, analyze, and publish findings, in this paper I will outline the most recent scholarly work

from the last decade and put this knowledge into context through more recent posts and content

from youth social media activists and youth-led activist accounts related to #FridaysForFuture,

#StopStreetHarrassment, and various feminist or LGBTQ causes. Within the context of this

paper, my exploration of youth social media activism is limited to youth-started or youth-led

hashtag campaigns that strive for impact on a policy making level. In addition, I include posts

created by youth (aged 13-25) who identify as activists participating in these or similar

movements in their social media profiles or through the content they create. By putting the most

recent academic findings alongside content created within the last five years, this paper will
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contextualize the most universal threads of the last decade’s research with the social media

activity of youth today.

How do youth use social media to explore their identity?

To understand youth’s relationship to social media and the ways in which they use

platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and TikTok, it becomes necessary to

understand the ubiquity of social media and technology in young people’s lives. According to the

Pew Research Center’s 2018 study, “smartphone ownership is nearly universal among teens of

different genders, races and ethnicities and socioeconomic backgrounds” (Anderson and Jingjing

2020). Of the 743 teens who responded to the Pew study, some 95% of them reported owning or

having access to a smartphone (Anderson and Jingjing 2020).

Many teens today lead “heavily structured lives” (boyd 2014,  203). From academic

responsibilities and intense extracurricular activities to holding down a part-time job and family

obligations, today’s youth have less unstructured time than most adults (who imagine

adolescence to still resemble a John Hughes film) believe. Additional factors, such as local

businesses’ wariness of truants or adult assumptions that loitering teens must inherently be up to

no good, often leave teens without a physical place to gather outside of school or their own

homes. Teens have a need to be in public together. Developmentally, youth interactions in

participatory public spaces develop their understanding of others which “ideally manifests in

tolerance and respect” (boyd 2014, 201). Without regular access to freely patrol “the mall” or

“the Max” or “the Bronze,” as television and film have previously depicted, teens have “created

their own publics...rather than fighting to reclaim the places and spaces that earlier cohorts had

occupied” (boyd 2014,  201). Thus, presence on social media – or what boyd (2014) calls a

“networked public” – allows young people space to be together despite obstacles such as time,
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place, and transportation. And more importantly, teens “do not conceive of the networked public

as separate and distinct from their offline worlds” (Walsh 2019,  4). Thus teens, and, in turn,

young adults, craft an experience of reality that seamlessly integrates their online and offline

worlds. During their development, adolescents use these overlapping spheres of influence to

ideate and iterate their understanding and performance of themselves.

In her book Adolescents and Their Social Media Narratives: a Digital Coming of Age,

author Jill Walsh draws upon Erving Goffman’s (1959) presentation of self theory. Goffman uses

a dramaturgical approach to define identity formation as having a “front stage” and “backstage”

presentation. The individual, in Goffman’s view, holds many roles based on the context within

which he finds himself and his performance of self “is iterative: there is the performance, and

interpretation of the feedback one receives on the performance, and then an adjustment of the

performance, when warranted by the feedback” (Walsh 2019, 7; Goffman 1959). Teens use social

media as a laboratory performance space in the same ways an artist develops a new work. They

post an image that represents themselves, display that image, and wait for feedback from an

audience (through likes, comments, and reactions) as a method for examining their own identity.

This form of “front stage” experimentation creates opportunities for individuals to test

out various facets of their identity–both internally and externally. For instance, there has been a

trend in recent years of posting videos on YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok in which the content

creator applies makeup to their face. While the videos may have started as a tutorial craze, often

posted by young females, the intention and impact of this trend has evolved. Some teens overlay

audio (such as statements made by Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez or Jahkara Smith’s

monologue from “Contouring 101” on YouTube) which they lip sync as they apply makeup.

Posts in this vein critique patriarchal standards of beauty while commenting on toxic masculinity
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and sexism (Newman 2021; Pitcher 2021). Others use this form to explore gender representation.

While some youth (of any gender) post drag transformation videos, other male-presenting youth

have posted makeup application videos featuring “boy beats,” or make up worn, “as a boy and

still identify[ing] as male” (Abelman 2018). While these two examples emphasize external

identity traits as they engage followers in discussion challenging social norms, other youth

content creators use makeup application for less surface identity expression. Cosplayers and

artists, for instance, post makeup videos using their faces and hair as a canvas to express

themselves, their passions, or interests (Figure 1). One young TikTok creator, Purple Haze, who

creates beauty videos to promote the Black Lives Matter movement says, “make up is a …

non-threatening and non-aggressive way to speak to all kinds of people, even those who don’t

enjoy beauty. Art is art and people love to see art!” (Newman 2021). The interplay present in

many of these videos between image, sound, filmmaking techniques, and pacing illustrate the
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creativity and sophistication of many young content creators as they pair their makeup artistry

with their social media savvy for various effects.

When creating such content, youth often consider the app they post it on from a critical

lens of artistic intent. Social media apps create a theatrical networked public for individuals to

reach their audience. While interactions on social media may appear instantaneous, rash, or

reactionary, this is not necessarily the case. Created content, such as original posts, pictures, and

video are highly curated and the youth posting consider a particular social media audience as

well as themselves when they post. As Walsh explains, “when they create and curate images they

assess themselves, evaluate how others will judge them, and then form some opinion about what

they see and what it may signal about them” (2019, 2). Adolescents therefore use social media to

construct and test out facets of their identity–from gender performance to fandom to activist

causes, and beyond. After posting, they ingest likes, comments, and reactions as feedback that

can affirm their identity or prompt further ideation. According to Walsh, “this is important and

sensitive work and involves the social media user really putting him or herself out there” (2019,

7). Teens’ sensitivity to the reception of the content they post belies an artistic sensibility and

practice in their approach to identity formation.

How do youth use social media to amplify their voice?

The aesthetic process inherent in young people’s mediated social performances becomes

more apparent as they tailor their posts to multiple platforms. Most youth use a variety of apps to

navigate various relationships across different contexts, often selecting a particular platform

based on the form of the content and the audience they intend to reach (Literat et al. 2021; boyd

2014). Teens and young adults have accounts across various social media platforms, suggesting

that they have an interest in engaging differently depending on the app. This can lead to revising
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content into various forms as it moves from TikTok to Instagram to Twitter, and so on. This

reiteration of content into multiple formats is known as transmedial messaging. Because of the

diversity of platforms, youth can and do use “any media necessary” (Jenkins et al. 2016) to

express themselves, and sometimes revise these expressions into various forms across apps. In

doing so, young content creators who use social media to engage in both civic and social publics

therefore engage in transmedial posting. Such efforts may be a way to exert control by curating

one particular identity performance to a specific audience context as a method of mitigating

context collapse. This phenomenon “occurs when people are forced to grapple simultaneously

with otherwise unrelated social contexts that are rooted in different norms and seemingly demand

different social responses” (boyd 2013, 31). This is not to necessarily say that young people

siphon off facets of their identity based on a particular platform, but that navigating the platforms

they use means tailoring an authentic performance of self for a specific intended audience on that

platform. When choosing to post something online, youth navigate several layers of critical

reflection. This includes the various roles they play in a variety of contexts when considering

their audience, the best platform to reach their intended audience, and the best method or

medium (text, image, video, etc.) for the content they post. Thus, youth actively engage in an

artistic design based practice of identity formation when interacting online. Context collapse in

an increasingly mediated experience of reality may bring youth’s intersectional identities into the

foreground of their experiences. If so, this might account for youth using transmedial social

media practices to amplify their perspectives and experiences to speak to particular audiences.

Because most teens use a variety of social media sites, they have become adept at

communicating through distinct practices based on the context of the platform. However, it

should be noted that it is not the site that dictates these practices, but rather the “context in which
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it’s situated within a particular group of youth” (boyd 2014, 39). Because a teen’s social network

online will often overlap with her offline (in real life) friend groups, she curates the type of

content she posts to specific sites based on the particular audience of friends to whom she wishes

to speak. For example, Tumblr was very popular during the 2010s as a fan-based blogging site.

Young people used this site as a space to “carv[e] out their place in interest-driven communities”

(boyd 2014, 39). Alternatively, an app like Twitter “is used largely for circulating information”

and many youth activists have used it as a place of citizen journalism (Boulianne, Lalancette, &

Ilkiw 2020, 210). These sites are not exclusively used in these ways by all users, but youth often

choose the platform to interact with based on its capabilities, effectiveness for amplifying their

messaging, and the likely (or imagined) audience of that site (Walsh 2019; boyd 2014). This

practice of identifying and targeting specific audiences for particular topics of communication

aligns with an artist’s practice of choosing their medium for expression. Youth who develop this

practice into a skill are able to cultivate an audience beyond their own offline personal

connections, which enables them to amplify their voice while bypassing traditional gatekeepers

to some degree.

Young people have found ways to extend and even deepen both their offline and online

connections through intrinsically motivated learning of new media communications. Because

they often consider audience and platform as well as medium of presentation when they create

content, they naturally engage in an artistic process of representation. When they iterate content

into multiple formats across platforms, teens and young adults engage in transmedial production.

According to Lina Srivastava, coiner of the term “transmedia activism,” a transmedial process

takes a “story property and extend[s] it over a number of different platforms through

coordination, through a system of architecture, . . . making sure to make a number of entry points
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into the core story, into the story universe, for your audience and participants to come in and help

you build that world” (CriticalThoughtTV 2012). Whether posting a meme, creating original fan

art, releasing a TikTok video, or tweeting about a political concern, teens and young adults

participate in transmedial

communication practices that

are often communitarian,

collaborative, and continually

evolving. The

#StopStreetHarrasment

movement is one such

example. While an

undergraduate student, Sophie

Sandberg started the “Chalk

Back” movement in 2016 in

tandem with founding the

Instagram account Catcalls of

NYC, which shares images of chalked catcalls aimed at young girls (Figure 2). In the years

since, several more Catcalls of… accounts have been founded internationally (Harris-Harb and

Sandberg 2020). Posts on these accounts and tagged with #StopStreetHarrassment engage in a

blending of offline and online transmediality. There is the initial chalking form and an image

shared to Instagram and hashtagged, but the text can be pulled directly onto Twitter, while videos

from a Chalk Back event might be shared on YouTube or TikTok. There is even a Chalk Back

page on Facebook which uses its page stream to further amplify particular Catcalls Of…
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accounts, images from posters using the Stop Street Harassment hashtag and infographics to help

educate. The Chalk Back movement provides a clear example of how social media can create

connections outside of a young person’s overlapping offline/online personal networks. While

some members of the Chalk Back collective know each other, the growing collective of more

than 150 young activists and street artists spans “150 cities in 49 countries in 6 continents”

(Harris-Harb and Sandberg 2020, 121). The collective often holds community events to chalk

and reflect on their experiences together, creating “a powerful community of sisterhood and

activism both online and offline” (Harris-Harb and Sandberg 2020, 125). The transmedial

activism around the #StopStreetHarrassment movement has provided both online and IRL

platforms for young women to share their stories and connect with others who share a common

experience while reclaiming physical and digital space.

How does identity and voice impact how youth create connection online?

Online and offline social networks often overlap and research shows that youth perceive

no difference in reality between online and offline interactions (Literat et al. 2021; boyd 2014;

Walsh 2019; Davis 2013). Some researchers suggest, “that we think of teens as always online as

long as they are maintaining a presence online... if you can reach them online via their social

media accounts, they are online, even if they are not then physically logged on at the moment —

they still exist online” (Walsh 2019: 56; Davis 2013). Maintaining presence in physical and

virtual worlds on a near constant basis is largely due to the almost universal ownership of

smartphones among US American teens (Anderson and Jinging 2020). This means that youth can

access their interpersonal connections with family, friends, and acquaintances at the swipe of

their fingers. While adults often perceive a separation in their “real’ offline life and their online

digital participation, for youth the “boundaries separating the two, are to a certain extent,
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artificial” (Literat et al. 2021). Youth use technology and social media to create, maintain, or

deepen connections primarily  with people to whom they also have an in-person connection.

When creating content for a platform, teens engage in a time-consuming process of

creating, editing, and curating their message and identity. This process allows “them to work

through the personal narrative, think about how to present it strategically to their social groups,

and then reflect upon it both before posting and after receiving feedback from peers” (Walsh

2019, 9). In the early days of the internet there was much concern over the disembodied quality

of networked connections that might give rise to anonymity and false identities, leading to

inauthentic connections. However, because most teens and young adults view digital interactions

as an extension of their offline interactions, there are often real social consequences for

misrepresenting oneself online. In her research, Walsh (2019) states that “almost every teen

participant spoke to me about how important it is to be authentic on social media, and noted that

they are assessing the authenticity of others’ performances as well. They work hard to ensure that

they showcase their ‘true’ or ‘real’ selves as they interpret them, albeit perhaps at their best”

(2019, 9). Because there is such extensive overlap in friend networks across social media

platforms, youth may find it difficult to divorce their real-world embodied self from their online

identities. In their 2016 survey of 925 13-17 year olds, Plumber, Rice & Deickmeis found that

“57% of those sampled reported extensive overlap in their friend networks across various social

media platforms. This finding is notable as adolescents perceive social media site use as affecting

their social status” (105). Thus, youth have a vested interest in developing an authentic

performance through their online interactions based on their intended audience.

Authenticity communicates trust to an audience, and in a world filled with

misinformation and disinformation, authenticity (or at least the appearance of it) can influence
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young people’s consumption of social media content. Sara F. Jones, a 17 year old TikTok content

creator, alludes to intergenerational mistrust or in-group bias among Gen Z, “we do tend to get

our information on TikTok, which I do think is because we feel more comfortable receiving

information from people we can relate to” (Newman 2021). Teens often post to connect with

their peers. Because “the imagined audience defines the social context” of what teens post, they

often balk at criticism or comments on these posts from people outside of this imagined audience

(boyd 2014, 32). For instance, a teenager might be more outspoken about an activist cause on

TikTok rather than Facebook. Teens often use the former platform to connect with peers or

individuals who share their perspectives (Newman 2021; “TikTok Statistics” 2021), while

posting on the latter often includes sharing content with an adult audience such as parents,

extended family, and college recruiters who may not be the intended audience for such a post

(boyd 2014; Anderston and Jinging 2020). Posting on social media often means that content will

be viewed by various people in a person’s network, whether or not they were the intended

audience. boyd has termed this phenomenon context collapse and it may contribute to how youth

adapt their “front stage” performances on social media to various platforms. This balancing act

of authenticity while maintaining a constant online, as well as offline, presence, challenges youth

to live in multiple contexts at once (Walsh 2019; boyd 2013). The possibility of context collapse

coupled with the natural performativity of internet presence may cause youth to confront the

overlapping layers of their intersectionality on an almost constant basis.

While some youth may choose to embrace their “authentic self,” others may not be ready

to abandon discrete contexts. For instance, contemporary queer youth must navigate social

contexts based on whether they are “out” or not to any given group. This can be particularly
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challenging for closeted queer youth or those without supportive family relationships. In cases

such as these, social media can become a network of support,

“scrolling your way into LGBTQ TikTok is more like going backstage, where
young LGBTQ users have found a place to share their raw feelings with each
other. Although TikTok is public, and although there are questions about
censorship of LGBTQ content, the videos in that space are supportive and
sometimes surprisingly confessional” (Ohlheiser 2020).

Youth who turn to apps like TikTok, Tumblr, and Twitter for support often become content

creators themselves and find a platform to share their stories.

TikTok in particular has become a place to celebrate, as well as troll, perspectives and

ideologies that center on intersectional identities. In a New York Times interview, Dr. Ioana

Literat notes that TikTok in particular is somewhat unique in that it is “all filtered through young

people’s personal identities and experiences. Political dialogue on the platform is very personal,

and youth will often state diverse social identities — e.g. Black, Mexican, L.G.B.T.Q., redneck,

country — in direct relation to their political views” (Herman 2020). The hashtagging

methodology often used on TikTok videos includes hashtags from opposing political ideologies,

such as using both #BlackLivesMatter and #BlueLivesMatter. By using both, content creators

aim to “reach a different audience, with a different view” and while youth may choose to amplify

their perspectives in this way ironically, they could also be attempting “to spark conversation

between sides” (Herman 2020). Youth, particularly marginalized youth, often lead with their

intersectionality on TikTok. In a similar fashion to Chalk Back’s use of social media and art to

reclaim space and amplify the message of their experiences, young TikTok creators use their

accounts to share personal life experiences in various formats, from direct address monologues

about experiences with homophobia, racism, or sexism to performing a hygienic act over the

sound of the “Hot Girl Shit” audio for comedic effect. In TikTok youth found a networked public

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/sep/26/tiktoks-local-moderation-guidelines-ban-pro-lgbt-content
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/sep/26/tiktoks-local-moderation-guidelines-ban-pro-lgbt-content
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of their own for a time. In the wake of the pandemic, more adults have turned to the app – out of

the 80 million monthly active users in the United States in February of 2021, “60% are between

the ages of 16-24” (TikTok Statistics 2021). While TikTok’s user base is growing, the aesthetic,

which Herman describes as “distinctive and wide-ranging audiovisual vernacular: often playfully

disorienting, carefully edited, arch and musical,” is still very much youth-led or youth-centered

(2020). As such, TikTok is a networked public that has been notably shaped by GenZ content

creators and the voices amplified on this platform craft their messages often through an aesthetic

initiated by youth.

While most of the recently published research was conducted earlier in the 2010s when

Facebook dominated as the social media platform for youth interaction, a 2018 study conducted

by the Pew Research center finds that as of 2018, “roughly half (51%) of U.S. teens ages 13 to

17 say they use Facebook, notably lower than the shares who use YouTube, Instagram or

Snapchat” (Anderson and Jinging 2020). The rise in the popularity of Facebook as a networked

public with adults may be a reason youth increasingly view this platform as passé. Given teens’

desire for a place of participatory publics away from the prying eyes of adults, the migration to

YouTube, Instagram, and Snapchat make sense. In the last few years, TikTok has been another

place to which many teens have migrated. According to Sprout Social, TikTok recently surpassed

Instagram as U.S. teens’ preferred social platform, while Snapchat still dominates among young

people for direct messaging (“Social Media Demographics…” 2021). Whatever the platform,

social media’s largest base is teenagers and young adults, showing “that it's one of the most

accessible platforms for teenagers to talk to other teenagers, and this is at a time when youth

voices have been shut out of the conversation” (Griffin 2020). The relative ease at which youth

can set up an account and start posting content through their cell phones enables social media to
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become not only a networked public for peer to peer socialization, but also a platform to reach a

wider public.

How do youth use social media to activate their agency?

Youth today are likely to be directly impacted by political and social issues. From gun

control to climate change, sexual assault to racially motivated harrassment and murder, teens and

young adults who have come of age since the new millenium have experienced or witnessed

severely traumatic and life threatening actions against themselves, their peers and communities.

The lack of effective legislation at nearly every level of government (from hyper local to fully

global) continues to leave youth particularly vulnerable. Given that most teenagers in the youth

demographic are too young to vote, they have limited options as to how they might affect

legislation and necessary change (Stauffer 2019; Rosanvallon 2008). Growing up in a

post-Columbine, post-9/11, and soon to be a post-pandemic society, social media has awoken

many a young person’s critical consciousness. The convergence of these circumstances, the rise

of social media activism, some youth’s fluency in transmedial content creation, and the

interconnectedness of their online social networks may be responsible for a rise in youth social

media activism.

By turning to social media as a means to influence political agendas, youth (in

conjunction with other marginalized people) can create “networked counterpublics” which can

work to set the agenda for a media cycle (Lee 2018; Richardson 2017). These networked

counterpublics thrive in a youth context through “rhizomes of youth communication” or

“networks of information exchange formed illicitly and often hidden from view of adult

authorities” (Fullam 2017: 413; Tuck and Yang 2014). Youth-led student demonstrations in the

form of school walkouts often begin through these homegrown rhizomes of communication
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(Fullam 2017; Stauffer 2019). For the last ten years, in the wake of the ‘Twitter Revolutions’,

grassroots movements have capitalized on social media sites as “the infrastructure required for

collective action” (Jenkins et al, 2016: 18; Jenkins, Ford, and Green 2013). In the last five years

in particular, teens have seized upon the foundation of the Arab Spring and the Occupy

movement and advanced the playbook further. For instance, during the summer of 2020 at the

height of the pandemic in the United States, TikTok teens were “instrumental in the organization

of a mass false-registration drive ahead of a Trump rally in Tulsa, Okla., where many seats were

unfilled” (Herman 2020). Youth-developed media has fed cultural production, which in turn “has

provided producers a means to reach large (and often immediate) audiences in the movement

toward social change” (Jocson 2018: 3). This is particularly evident in the many arms of the

youth climate strike which has used hashtag activism (#FridaysforFuture) to tag and disseminate

countless transmedial messaging around its causes and actions.

Through an awakening of their critical consciousness and the influences of their peer

networks, youth have begun “to understand the political implications of personal and community

problems, and this awareness provides youth with a framework for working to change oppressive

conditions” (Fullam 2019: 410; Ginwright and Cammarota 2007). As previously stated, in

general youth’s networked connections mostly overlap between their offline and online worlds.

At this stage it is vital to note that by and large youth do not use social media as a means to

connect with unfamiliar people. In her research, boyd (2014) asserts:

Social media does not radically rework teens' social networks. As a result,
technology does not radically reconfigure inequality. The transformative potential
of the internet to restructure social networks in order to reduce structural
inequality rests heavily on people's ability to leverage it to make new connections.
(173).
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boyd suggests that adults’ fear of “stranger danger” actively discourages teens from making new

friends online. This in turn leads to reinforced “homophilous social networks” on and offline

(boyd 2014, 174). However, opportunities to develop online connections through existing

personal networks or interest-based online groups present an opening for new digital

connections. The former develops from leveraging “community networks based primarily on

face-to-face relationships,” meaning that youth can meet and connect with each other through

friends of friends (Fullam 2017, 418). The latter phenomenon for developing new online

connections (or networks) can occur across a large definition of “interests” or identities, from

sharing in a fandom to seeking emotional support.

For youth who become politically activated, there seems to be a correlation between

either strong offline personal connection to a community engaged in public organizing or a

personal experience or trauma that has impacted the youth to a degree that they feel compelled to

speak out in concert with other activists. There are many factors that shape “young people's

digital participation, including parents, peers, voluntary associations and educational initiatives”

(Literat et al. 2021; Meneses and Mominó 2010). In his article, “Becoming a youth activist in the

internet age…,” author Jordan Fullam follows Justin, a 16 year old who organized a county-wide

New Jersey school walkout through Facebook in 2012. Fullam realizes through interviews with

Justin that his “radicalization” was largely influenced by Justin’s friendships and mentor

relations, “through caring, interdependent relationships, Justin developed affections and

allegiances for individuals and groups with which he identifies; and these emotional bonds

guided him as he found his place within the civic culture of his school and city” (Fullam 2017).

If joining an extracurricular Youth Climate Strike club might lead a high school or college
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student toward activism, research shows it is often due to the personal connections developed in

those scenarios.

While these offline connections are often at the heart of awakening youth’s critical

consciousness, they are not the only relationships that can lead a youth to activism. Several

examples exist in the literature of young people turning to online forums to find community

support. Open forums or message boards online provide spaces “where users can engage in

conversations by publicly posting messages in response to each other” (Leurs 2015: 103). Teens

who identify as part of marginalized collectives find these networked publics a valuable

community of support:

“You’ll have everyone who backs you up. It’s like everyone is on the same side.
You kind of become more sure of yourself. You just know, yes look we are not the
only ones who think this way and so on. Thus you can express your opinion and
just put everything up and you hear that others are similar to you.”

–Ilham, a thirteen-year-old girl
(Leurs 2015: 103)

These digital spaces of support enable youth to work through various facets of their identity and

experience by networking with other people who share related perspectives or experiences. boyd

points to an example of one teen girl who was working to understand her sexuality in a queer

girls chatroom:

“...even though she believed that some of them weren’t who they said they were,
she found their anonymous advice to be helpful. They gave her pointers to useful
websites about coming out, offered stories from their own experiences, and gave
her the number of an LGBT-oriented hotline if she ran into any difficulty coming
out to her conservative parents” (boyd 2014: 52).

Despite clear knowledge of these people as recognizable individuals, the authenticity in the care

shown to strangers in these specific contexts can have a profound impact on youth. These more
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anonymous spaces of interaction serve as resource centers, connecting youth with needed

resources, supportive advice, and a non-judgemental ear.

The power of these online connections may become amplified when offline connections

along these topics lack support and understanding and instead breed shame and fear. In one

example reported by The Washington Post, Carly (a college aged lesbian whose family had cut

off contact with her after she was unconsensually outed) turned to the LGBTQ TikTok

community to find support. After gaining courage from seeing other’s stories, Carly uploaded her

own:

“Staring into the camera as ‘Season’s Greetings’ by Linneah played (‘Season’s
greetings, from my broken heart’), Carly edited the video so that it showed her
pointing to colorful bubbles of text summarizing what she says her family put her
through after they found out about her sexual orientation. ...In the video, Carly
stands in front of her closet, expressionless and still as the text bubbles silently
recap what she had accomplished in the face of her family’s alleged hostility. And
then the redemptive phrase appears: ‘But I won’t let them silence me.’ Carly’s
confidence grows; she begins to dance...” (Herman 2020).

When Carly uploaded the video she had four followers, but as of April 2021 her account

has grown to over 9500 followers and this video has reached over 90,000 views. Carly

now uses her account to raise awareness of homosexual parenting, faith and sexuality

concerns, trans rights, and mental health issues.

While boyd makes a sound argument when she insists that teens use social media as a

virtual replication of the organization of their own societies to create homophilious networks

(2014), this may apply more specifically to youth who identify or align with the dominant

culture. Youth who have been marginalized in their offline lives may be more apt to develop an

online network for support. As they find an identity-centered community, such as LGBTQ

TikTok, they may start in a more homophilious network. However, particularly on TikTok, it
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seems that youth may eventually branch out to other intersectional groups or even dabble or dive

into allyship with another identity group. Such diversification of media consumption may be

leading “young people to talk about politics, find community or express themselves politically in

creative ways” (Pitcher 2021). GenZ appears to have developed a sense of critical consciousness

which makes them more apt to engage in transmediated discourses around intersectionality,

politics, and activism (Literat in Pitcher 2021).

While historically, youth counter-movements have been steeped in nihilism, these current

movements have instilled a sense of relational agency in youth as their activism gains steam

through national, and sometimes global, visibility. Relational agency is defined as “belief in the

effectiveness of collective action as means to address oppressive conditions; it is an

understanding of how ‘people power’ can impact change even when individuals feel powerless

alone” (Fullam 2017: 409). Youth activists use their social media to help fuel collective action by

leveraging their networked publics. But I would argue that some youth have keenly developed

their aesthetic sensibilities which help set the trends for cultural expression through their use of

social media – “in terms of their digital civic participation, many youth are at the vanguard, in

some cases enthusiastically drawing on symbols, ideas, and metaphors emanating from popular

culture” (original emphasis Literat et al. 2021; Clark 2016; Jenkins et al. 2016). In Youth Media

Matters, Korina Jocson argues that, “youth media as cultural production has marked what is

possible through creativity and self-expression” (2018: 3). Young social media activists in

particular have leveraged an aesthetic approach to compelling storytelling through transmedial

communication. Many youth-led activist groups and movements employ their members’ assets

as content creators and storytellers to reach beyond their networked publics into a space of

participatory publics and political action. One such example is the #FridaysForFuture movement
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started by Greta Thunberg and which now includes

international involvement among youth and adults both

offline and online and across a number of social media

platforms.

#FridaysForFuture is a “global climate strike

movement” that uses hashtag activism to build a

coalition around climate change activists, pressure

global leaders, and raise awareness for climate justice

and immediate action on climate change (“Who We

Are” 2020). The use of hashtag activism in this context

enables young people to leverage their relational agency

when networking with other climate activists, thus

harnessing their collective group

power to achieve their political

aims. Anyone can tag their posts on

social media with

#FridaysForFuture, and they do –

the movement “has grown into one

of the largest climate activist

movements in the world and it has

shown that climate activists care

about the power of their own voices,

and youth activists aren’t going to
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give it up” (Griffin 2020). Participating in the #FridaysForFuture movement means “striking”

from school attendance on Fridays, otherwise known as “skipping” or “walking out”. While

#FridaysForFuture is not the first instance of youth demonstrating by staging a school walk-out,

it is unique in its persistence. The first school strike for climate occurred in August 2018 when

Greta Thunberg staged a protest outside the Swedish parliament (Figure 3) and continues today

as youth across the world pick up the strike and

post about it on social media (Figure 4).

Twitter is a particularly popular app for

chronicling these youth climate strikes. In their

case study on the School Strike 4 Climate,

Boulianne, Lalancette, and Ilkiw found that the

#FridaysForFuture protest aligns with other

“Twitter Revolution” movement in that most

tweets are informational (52.3%) and focused on

spreading the word about a protest or a cause,

whereas only 4.8% of the #FridaysForFuture

tweets they studied were calls to mobilize in

specific ways. Posts often include a picture of a

young person (or a small group) and their protest

signs along with a caption that can provide more

context specific to the individual poster. For

example, Dylan Hamilton’s tweet on April 19,

2021 (Figure 4) is both informational and
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mobilizing (bringing awareness to upcoming Scottish elections), but it lacks specific advocacy

regarding which candidates might be more aligned with climate change policies (Hamilton

2021). In another example, Hilda F Nakabuye, founder of the FridaysForFutureU (Uganda)

account, tweets a picture of herself and her siblings and a tree they planted last year (Figure 5)

with the caption, “This is the tree I planted on my birthday last year and I’m glad to let you know

it’s growing. Planting trees alone is not enough, Let’s [sic] grow them” (Nakabuye 2021). While

Nakabuye does not make a direct appeal for her audience to mobilize, the staging of the photo

and the caption included creates an invitation to the audience to join the movement and take

action. The specific use of the phrase “Let’s grow them” underlines an inclusive and collective

call for action.

Twitter is not the only outlet for #FridaysForFuture activism, TikTok also has a number

of FridaysForFuture accounts associated with countries, cities, and individuals. Videos coming

from these accounts span a broad range of informational posts as well as spreading the word for

upcoming protest or strike events. The format of videos ranges from archiving youth climate

strikes, to sharing messages through protest signs, to documentary style videos. But there are

also related videos posted in the aesthetic of TikTok, often including popular music, the creator

dancing or lip syncing and text interwoven to highlight the intention of the video. In Figure 6 the

founder of the FridaysForFuture Toronto account shares tips for young activists experiencing

“eco-anxiety” and activist burnout, while inviting viewers to a youth-only panel discussion about

how to practice self-care as a youth-activist. Whereas Lou, who posts under the handle

lgbt.disaster stages a conversation between themself playing “GenZ” and themself playing

“Boomers” while they lipsync a musical conversation between Hamilton and Burr from

Hamilton as captions appear that provide the subtext of their message that youth need to take

https://www.tiktok.com/@fridaysforfutureto/video/6927713136493497605?lang=en&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
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action for climate issues that older generations have wrought (Figure 7). The video then smash

cuts to other music from Hamilton and The Prom as the text captions criticize youth for skipping

school to strike (Lou 2020). Lou’s video could be considered an example of an “attack/blame”

post or an “opinion” post as identified by Boulianne, Lalancette, and Ilkiw in their case study on

the School Strike for Climate (2020). While the captioned text coupled with the gestures and

facial expressions Lou performs as both “Gen Z” and “Boomers” seems to be an overt critique of

adults, specifically those of a certain generation, the music selected to underscore their argument

implies an audience who might be more steeped in contemporary musical theatre culture. Thus it

https://www.tiktok.com/foryou?_d=secCgYIASAHKAESMgowLH%2BGS0BTgW8ymavt%2F5HXGuKSzXStu5fYQfaYsoCUc0bc10dqpbG5lT5lHxN%2FjiopGgA%3D&language=en&preview_pb=0&sec_user_id=MS4wLjABAAAAndr_05BC2HqXVAgxpz8XhzqBILO4F7lUlgRL23IkqzqaxCar0xJlkUIxv1urVdoI&share_app_id=1233&share_item_id=6888074060924800257&share_link_id=E224F482-E797-4690-B9C4-A09B24641836&source=h5_m&timestamp=1618584647&tt_from=copy&u_code=dbbdbc7dil0jg9&user_id=6804573804200215558&utm_campaign=client_share&utm_medium=ios&utm_source=copy&_r=1&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6888074060924800257#/@lgbt.disaster/video/6888074060924800257
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could be argued that Lou’s video is framed as an expression of frustration to a peer audience.

However, they have tagged the video with specific hashtags that might enable the video to end

up on the “For You Page” of an unintended audience’s TikTok feed, opening the door for

non-youth or non-allied viewers. In scrolling the comments on this video however, it seems that

it has resonated with a supportive youth audience. The top liked comments include:

● abbieherbie: “Hearing ‘your generation can fix everything’ isn’t remotely
reassuring anymore. Now all I feel is bitterness, resentment, and anxiety” (581
likes)

● sarah: “This is unrealistic. When asked ‘you want to survive?’ there is NO WAY
gen z would respond with ‘yes’” (345 likes)

● Avery Crow: “They say it’s too late for them, yet they’re still the ones in power”
(141 likes) (Lou 2020).

These comments illustrate many of the ways that youth engage with social media as a place to

build a networked public of their own, connect with supportive communities, engage in activism,

and bond generationally with each other. However, they also express frustration with adults'

perspectives and actions as well as frustration with the imbalance of power between youth and

adults limiting their ability to enact change.

While youth activists in the #FridaysForFuture movement use social media in a variety of

ways related to climate change activism, the diversity of content created illustrates an aesthetic

approach that considers form and function as well as intention and impact when crafting

messaging.  Youth choose the platform they post to, both for its capabilities and interaction

aesthetic, but also for the audience they intend to reach.  Even though most youth reach an

audience of their offline connections when posting online, through hashtag activism their content

can be elevated to a broader audience, further amplifying their voice in other spheres.  Thus,
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young activists are able to leverage both their offline and online networks as they seek to inform

and motivate political action across the world.

Conclusion: Connections to My Work

As a theatre maker, I find myself drawn to the artistic and iterative process that youth

engage in as they craft symbolic messaging to express themselves and engage in political

discourse online. Youth working through their own identity development and formation both

offline and online, do not perceive digital interactions as separate from the “in real life”

interactions. In my estimation, this has enabled young people to extend and even deepen their

offline and online personal connections through intrinsically motivated learning of new media

communications. These communications generate a generational camaraderie largely centered

around intersectional identity and political leanings which may contribute to a larger awakening

of generational critical consciousness. Furthermore, through social media, youth have found

ways to act on that critical consciousness at a variety of levels of participatory public

engagement. Those who invest time into truly learning the capabilities of any social media app,

learn aesthetic skills that can effectively communicate their ideas to various publics.

Through their intake of media and the aesthetics of various social media platforms, youth

are becoming increasingly conversant and fluent in semiotics of society. As a community-based

theatre practitioner, I believe finding common, specific symbols to communicate with neighbors

about systems of oppression and injustice can be a powerfully liberating experience. The fact

that youth’s interaction with social media may be honing their ability to not only read such

symbols but to craft their message with them, may make them powerful allies in community

change work. The flexibility and fluidity with which youth can move through networked publics

has contributed to the rise of recognizable youth activists, like Greta Thunberg. However, in my
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work it becomes vitally important to work in collaboration and support with these young leaders,

rather than tokenize them as a symbol of the future. Thus, I wish to learn from their social media

practices in order to collaborate with them on interactive live and digital theatre work that might

speak to specific communities. Perhaps in so doing, our work may help bend the course of

history a little closer toward justice.

After taking the time to study youth’s interaction with social media as a medium through
which they develop their identities, amplify their voices, and activate their agency, I continue to
wonder about my community-based theatre work might utilize social media as a way to build a
networked public of its own.  The webs of interconnectivity that youth have explored, particularly
through affinity or identity based interactions on platforms like TikTok and Tumblr, pique my
curiosity about the ways in which an audience might elect to enter into an artistic process with a
community-based theatre group? How might the semiotics of youth social media performance be
transferred to and from a live performance and back to the internet through audience
interaction? In what ways might a live experience at a community-based theatre lead to its own
form of artistic expression on social media? And, perhaps most importantly, does this type of
engagement lead to actionable change in communities?  These are just some of the questions that
my work will begin to grapple with as I transition from this review of literature into my thesis
work.
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